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Addendum to Para-Cushion Owners Manual
PN# 510048, Rev. B (Feb. 1996)
for packing the Strong Enterprises

Squadron Seat Pack
PN 1045-T
with

Military 28 Ft. C-9
Canopy.
Replace steps 8-12 on page 12 of the
manual with the following:

at the top corner of the side flap
(Illustration 28.3).

8. SKIRT PLACEMENT: Slide the
skirt straight in towards the lower left
corner, leaving it about 2” from the
bottom.

11. ACCORDION FOLD, RIGHT
SIDE: Route the canopy across the top of
the pack, beyond the lines stows. Do not
stack the folds on top of each other on the
right side as is done on the left side.
Turn the folds 90 degrees and stack them
on their side towards the center of the
container filling in the corners as you
go.

9. Make an S fold 12 inches from the
skirt, folding down towards and filling
the lower left corner. Fill the remaining
left side of the pack by stacking the
canopy on its side between the lines and
up towards the top of the container. (The
canopy goes up, down (fill the corner)
up, stacked on its side).

10. CLOSE LEFT SIDE FLAP: Pull
up the temporary locking loops and pass
them through the two middle grommets
on the left flap and secure with
temporary pins. Mate the Velcro located

12. Spread the apex out flat and lay it
on top of the folds routing the bridle to
the center of the pack, then outside
between the container flaps. Pass the
pull up cords through the two middle
grommets on the right flap and secure
with temporary pins (Illustration
28.4).
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